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OCEAN WILDLIFE   
 
 
 Photograph of four of the 100+ Caribbean Flamingo or (Roseate Flamingo Roseate p. or Caribbean p). at Necker Island by 

Ocean Wildlife. 
Ocean Wildlife is a Zoological Service and Consultancy Group specializing in the acquisition, 
transportation of wildlife worldwide. 
 
Ocean Wildlife also provides a consultancy service in several aspects of zoo/wildlife management, 
including master planning, zoo/private collectors design and management training & support.  
 
Ocean Wildlife normally makes an onsite visit in the first instance to look at the existing conditions for 
the proposed wildlife and then works with the management/owner to design & develop an 
appropriate facility for the proposed wildlife. This work includes salt pond & wetland land creation and 
regeneration as a number of our clients have a salt ponds or wetland areas which presently are not 
suitable for wildlife. 
 
We specialize in Coastal, Inland, Peatland, Freshwater Swamp & Mangroves Wetlands Restoration and 
Wetland Ecosystem Development, this includes looking at the Geomorphology- Physical Environment 
(soil, chemistry, etc.) Bio (vegetation, animals, and microbes) and the Hydrology (water level, flow, 
frequency, etc.) of each site  
 
Ocean Wildlife core business has been for the past 19 years that of Consulting Coastal Engineers & 
Oceanographers-specializing in Coastal & Beach Rehabilitation, Hydrographic Surveys-Artificial Reefs, 
Environmental Impact Assessment Studies (EIA’s/EIS’s) Salt Pond and Wetlands Rehabilitation and 
Project Managers and Engineers. 
 
Our success in Salt Pond and Wetland Restoration and Creation has lead our clients to ask where can 
we get Caribbean Flamingos, Spoonbills, etc. to make the area a “feature” in the development-
something unique that other developments/resorts don’t have and this has lead us into becoming 
experts in the acquisition-transportation and relocation-care of wildlife. Thus Ocean Wildlife was born.  
 
BIRDS FROM CUBA 
 
Over the past 16 years we have purchased a number of Caribbean Flamingos or Roseate Flamingo for 
our clients as both species are strong birds and able to adapt to a wide range of environments; 
including salt ponds, most wetland areas and approved cages/pens. 
 
We import the Caribbean Flamingo along with the White Ibis and Roseate Spoonbill direct from an 
approved CITES farm located near Cayo Coco & Nueviates Cuba.  
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All the birds have a CITES certificate and Veterinary Export Health Certificate and have undergone 
extensive medical tests (including Newcastle Disease & Avian Influenza (Flow Plague)   before they are 
shipped or allowed to leave Cuba.  The birds are shipped in a CITES approved cage an shipped 
according to the IATA (International Air Transport Association Rules)  
 
The selection of each bird; transportation of the birds from the farm; loading of the birds on the 
aircraft and air transportation to the final destination is supervised by an experience/qualified expert.  
 
Once the birds have arrived at there destination the expert will clear the birds through 
customs/immigration and supervise the relocation process in there new home (this included a 5 
minute check of each bird and placing a CITES approved identification tag on each birds leg.  
 
Before the birds arrive on location we will be sure they have adequate food and water and instruct the 
staff on proper feeding and care for the birds.  
 

 
Four of the Caribbean Flamingo or Roseate Flamingo (Roseate p. or Caribbean p.) at Necker Island by Ocean Wildlife  

 
Ocean Wildlife takes care of the import and export permits, transported in a CITES approved shipping 
crate & all documents including CITES permits; health certificates, transportation from breeding farm 
to Habana 
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Other birds we have imported from Cuba to various clients  

 
Roseate Spoonbills                                                                    White Ibis  
 
Ocean Wildlife recommendations for a few of the  “people friendly” manuals, tortoises, birds and 
Iguanas that we can supply.  
 
White Wallabies (Macropus rufogriseus var. white) 
 
These creatures fun are easy to keep and feeding is the same food (rabbit pellets) as feeding rabbits. They can 
be kept in same area as visitors as they are harmless.  
 
The White Wallabies in groups and we would strongly recommend that a minimum of 6 Wallabies area 
purchased.  
 
The originally color is grey (see picture below), but due to breeding programs there is now also a white 
mutation on the market. White ones and grey ones have the same size: +/- 80 cm high. Most of our clients 
prefer the white Wallaby as they are so unique. 

 
 

Patagonian cavy (Dolichotis patagonum) 
This is a rather odd and weird animal and like Wallabies they harmless to visitors: they need to be kept in 
groups (we recommend groups of 10) and there food is also rabbit pellets. They are very strong animals; often 
kept as free animals in zoos. Size is +/- 60 cm high. 
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Green Iguana (Iguana iguana) 
Green iguanas; we can supply large specimen  green iguanas of around 70 cm up till one meter. They are 
harmless and need to be fed with vegetables and fruit. If the vegetation on the location is limited then they 
need to be kept separately, for example as a group in a climbing tree that is located in an area that is 
surrounded by a smooth polyester separation of around 80 cm high; this can be hidden in a slight moat in the 
ground. A design can be supplied. 
 
In case the vegetation is very rich and fast growing then the damage of the iguanas will be recovered very 
quickly. 
 

 
 

 
 
Penguins: 
Everybody thinks that penguins are from the Antarctic’s; this is partially true. There are several species 
that live in tropical areas like the Humboldt penguins which are originated from Peru and the Magellan 
penguins from Argentina and Chile. These can easily live with 30 C or more. In strong winters in 
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Europe the zoos need to keep the Humboldt penguins inside. Feeding with saltwater fish; this can 
caught locally or imported in frozen status. 
 
Penguins can not fly.  The average size is round 70 cm high. 
 

 
        Humboldt penguin (Spheniscus humboldti) Magelhaen penguin (Spheniscus magelhaenicus) 

 
Saddle bill stork (Ephippiorhynchus senegalensis) 
Large colorful bird of approx. 145 meter high. Lives near the waterside and will do well in a wetlands and salt 
ponds 
They are easy to keep. Food is fish, day-old chicken, and meat and kept in groups of 4 to 5 specimens when they 
are young and the older birds form pairs  
 

 
 
Crowned crane (Balearica regulorum) 
Very exotic bird. Approx. 100 cm high. When they are older they live in pairs.  Each pair is looking for his own 
territory. Lives on all places, not only in water environment. 
 
Food is corn, cereal, chicken pellets, and vegetables and most of our clients let them run free on site so the 
guests can enjoy them.  
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Group of 20 Crowned Cranes 

 
Scarlet & White ibis (Threskiornis aethiopicus) 
The Scarlet Ibis are always a must see in every Zoo due to there very bright red colour-most of the 
ones we sell are hand feed from babies and will eat out of your hands. The guests love them and after 
the Caribbean Flamingos they are the most popular bird we sell. 
 
We recommend you have groups of 25 specimens or more, they live near the waterside, they make 
nests in trees. The food exists of meat, fish and pellets. Average size is 70cm 
 

 
Scarlet Ibis                                    White Ibis 

Peacocks  
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Peacock (Pavo Cristatus)  

 
Swans, Ducks, Goose 
All of these birds have more or less the same type of conditions, salt ponds and wetland areas. The food is 
cereal, corn, vegetables. They all live near or in the water. They can be kept mixed together; also combinations 
with cranes and flamingos are possible. Here below a selection of available species. 

 
Wood duck (Aix sponsa) Baikal Teal (Anas formosa) Baama teal (Anas bahamensis 

 
Peposaca duck (Netta peposaca) 

Swans  

 
White Swans  

Spoonbills  
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Black Swans (Cygnus atratus)  

 
Coscoroba swan (Coscoroba coscoroba)       Whooper swan (Cygnus cygnus) Black-neck swan (Cygnus melanocoryphus)  

Macaws 
Macaws are strong and wonderful birds to have they can live for 40 or more years.  They can be fed on a special 
mixture of cereal, grain, fruit and seeds. The very long tail and colors make them very attractive and with loving 
care they can become very tame and one of your best friend.  

 
Scarlet macaw, Blue & Gold Macaws & Green-Wing Macaws and s 
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Group of Blue & Gold Macaws ready for shipment  

Toco Toucan 
Toco Toucan, beautiful birds to look at. Our experience is been that they are not as tame as Macaws or Parrots 
and its advisable to keep them away from small children. 

 
Toco Toucan (Ramphastos toco) 

TORTOISES    
We can supply specimens of the three (3) largest Tortoises in the world (there are several restriction however 
for the Galapagos Tortoise as it’s a CITES Category I)  

 

 
Left The Sulcata Tortoise (Geochelone Sulcata) 

The Sulcata Tortoise (Geochelone Sulcata) is the 3rd largest tortoise in the world.  
Right Giant Aldabra Tortoise (Geochelone gigantean) is the second largest tortoise in the world & only slight small than the Galapagos 

Tortoise.  

Lemurs  
Lemurs are one of our favorite animals-they are fun to watch, play with and will feed from your hand-they are 
from Madagascar and several restriction apply to there purchase as they are a CITES category I. 
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This is a small selection of some of the more popular birds, animals our clients have purchased over the years if 
you have a specific requirement please contact us. Our first concern is always for the safety & wellbeing of the 
animals, it has been our policy over the last 13 years prior to the purchase or the shipment of animas that our 
senior wildlife consultant makes a site visit to determine if the conditions & facilities are suitable and the resort 
makes a firm commitment to love and care for the animals.  All shipments will be accompanied by a senior 
wildlife staff member to ensure the handling/cages meet or exceed the CITES best practice methods  
 
Please contact us should you have any queries or require a quote, or site visit 
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